With the increasing development of brain imaging and sensing technologies, a wide variety of medical signals in multiple modalities have facilitated a better understanding of mental health. The brain-computer interface (BCI) is a technology capable of detecting mental states automatically by employing various brain sensing and machine learning methods. This contributes to efforts involving neurological disease management and restoration of cognitive function. In this study, we present an independent decision path fusion (IDPF) method by developing a bimodal asynchronous BCI based on electroencephalographs (EEGs) and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to discriminate multiple mental states. The proposed IDPF method generates several independent decision paths, each of which is capable of analyzing cerebral information with respect to a specific aspect, thus interpreting the brain state from multiple points of view. Moreover, in one particular decision path for the fNIRS analysis of the IDPF method, we modified the EEG-based common spatial pattern (CSP) algorithm according to the characteristics of fNIRS. The results show that the modified common spatial pattern (MCSP) significantly outperforms CSP in fNIRS-based BCIs. Through validation on an open-access EEG-fNIRS dataset and comparison with recent studies, we found that our IDPF method achieves a high accuracy of 70.32% for a four-class classification problem (left hand motor imagery, right hand motor imagery, mental arithmetic, and resting state).
I. INTRODUCTION
Brain-computer interface (BCI) is used extensively in interpreting different mental states, which can trigger alerts automatically when detecting abnormal brain activities in patients with mental illnesses, and assist paralyzed patients to control external equipment without voluntary muscular intervention. For example, through imaginary of left or right hand movement, the amputees can control the movement of corresponding artificial prosthesis as long as their mental states can be accurately detected. Therefore, this powerful tool is nowadays closely associated with numerous healthcare related applications [1] - [6] . In particular, BCI technology is practiced in neurological rehabilitation, where it is applied to help restore motor or cognition functions of patients, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney. and provide compensations for loss of normal neuromotor mechanisms [1] . Recent research has proven the effectiveness of BCIs in post-stroke rehabilitation [2] . Specifically, with respect to the attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in children, a BCI-based attention-training program was launched [3] for cognitive rehabilitation. In motor neuron disease (MND) patients, BCI-based wheelchairs [4] and robotic arms [5] are expected to provide convenience in daily life. Besides, the BCI for automated task load monitoring in robotic surgery was developed [6] .
Compared with invasive BCIs, which require sensors implanted directly into the brain, noninvasive devices are preferred due to safety and convenience. Mental states can be detected through several noninvasive sensing and imaging technologies, such as the electroencephalograph (EEG) [7] - [13] , magnetoencephalogram (MEG) [14] , functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [15] , and functional VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [16] - [22] . However, not all of these noninvasive interfaces are suitable for mental state detection in real-life situations. Although MEG and fMRI are both brain imaging techniques with high spatial resolution, they are too cumbersome to be used in free-living environments. The multi-channel EEG signal is the total sum of the potential difference vectors measured in different positions of cerebral cortex or scalp surface, reflecting cerebral electrophysiological characteristics. Owing to the convenience of EEG signal acquisition, wearable EEG devices are widely applied in medical and engineering areas. Furthermore, fNIRS is an increasingly popular technique for cerebral function imaging, employing optical radiation within the near-infrared range to monitor cerebral hemodynamic changes. Radiation absorption changes in these measurements reflect the local concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HbR), which are in close correlation with mental states. As a consequence of their unique advantages in wearability and portability, both EEG and fNIRS devices are feasible for 24/7 mental state monitoring. Moreover, many clinical EEG-fNIRS studies [23] - [27] have reported that cerebral electrophysiological characteristics and the hemodynamic response are correlated with each other and coupling of the two is an important indicator for brain monitoring. Therefore, algorithms for discriminating different mental states based on the EEG and fNIRS have the potential to speed up the exploration of daily mental health monitoring. The BCI can be divided into two categories, namely synchronous and asynchronous. For synchronous BCI (also known as stimulus-driven BCI), the arousal of a specific mental state depends on its corresponding external stimuli. The most common ones are the P300 BCI [28] and stable-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) BCI [29] . In SSVEP BCI, as an example, subjects are asked to stare at flashes at a fixed frequency, and consequently a frequency doubling response component in their EEG signals is detected. Although the synchronous BCI can achieve a high transmission rate, the shortcomings are evident. Gazing at the light source requires subjects focusing their attention, preventing them from receiving feedback from the controlled equipment and external emergencies. Besides, such external stimulation is usually bothersome and may lead to fatigue. In contrast, asynchronous BCI (also known as intention-driven BCI) is independent of external stimuli, where subjects are free to perform different voluntary and self-driven mental tasks. A particular example is motor imaginary. Through the imagining of the movement of the left or right hands, brain signals present different characteristics. The asynchronous BCI is more ideal for daily practice, even though the low classification accuracy needs to be improved, especially for multiclass classification problems [30] .
To date, many single-modal studies have proposed numerous classical methods to discriminate between mental states based on the EEG or fNIRS. With respect to the EEG, advanced algorithms based on the characteristics of EEG signals are widely applied in the BCI field [31] , [32] . For example, a variety of EEG features can be extracted by various algorithms for detection of the mental state, such as adaptive auto-regressive parameters [33] , time-frequency features [34] , and inverse model-based features [35] . Moreover, spatial filter algorithms are applied to EEG signals to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [32] . With respect to the fNIRS, since the technology is only a few years old, the algorithms are far less complete than those in the EEG field [36] . As EEG and fNIRS share the similarity of monitoring brain activity from multiple channels, it seems promising to transfer algorithms, such as spatial filter algorithms, from EEG to fNIRS-related researches. Common spatial pattern (CSP) [32] is a well-known spatial filter algorithm and has been widely applied in EEG signal processing field. By applying CSP, a lower dimensional but more separable feature vector can be extracted from EEG signals for classification. Previous work has proved the effectiveness of CSP algorithm on fNIRS signals [37] . However, in spite of all these similarities, EEG and fNIRS also characterize their own unique properties to each other. Therefore, simply transferring the original CSP algorithm from EEG to fNIRS field without modification can not contribute to the best results. In our previous study [38] , we modified CSP algorithm to create a modified common spatial pattern (MCSP) algorithm based on unique properties of fNIRS. MCSP can extract highly separable features by projecting fNIRS signals from original signal space onto a signal subspace. As an important part of the present work, we further generalized MCSP from binary classification to multiclass classification problems. The results in this work further proved the effectiveness of MCSP on more complex classification problems using more data. Considering the scarcity of fNIRS signal processing methods, this work can broaden the horizons in this lately emerging fields.
By now, weak classification accuracy and limited information obtained by traditional sensing with single modal brain signals remain a challenge. To address it, an increasing number of studies have attempted employing multimodal data to detect mental states, the most popular combination of which is the bimodal method based on the EEG and fNIRS [23] - [27] , [39] - [41] . The EEG is a brain sensing method with high temporal resolution, however the relatively low spatial resolution and sensitivity to motion artifacts limit its application. In contrast, fNIRS sensing has a high spatial resolution and robustness to motion artifacts, which provides complimentary brain sensing data to the EEG. EEG-fNIRS monitoring has been applied in many areas, such as stress assessment [39] , drivers' fatigue assessment [40] , sleep monitoring [23] , epilepsy studies [24] - [26] , as well as presurgical investigation [27] . These studies employed EEG-fNIRS to investigate the correlation between electrophysiological and hemodynamic mechanisms. In addition, better classification performance was achieved by the bimodal method compared with the single modal one. Nevertheless, the analysis of complementarity between the EEG and fNIRS from the perspective of information theory, with the aim to explain the enhanced performance obtained by their fusion, has not been given much attention in the research to date. In the present study, we analyze the mutual information obtained by the two modes to investigate modal fusion in information theory. Moreover, we provide the correlation of electrophysiological and hemodynamic response under normal self-driven brain activities, which yields similar results to the EEG-fNIRS epilepsy studies [25] - [27] . EEG-fNIRS has likewise demonstrated its high potential in areas of the BCI [41] . Nevertheless, to date, few methodologies have been explored for EEG-fNIRS-based BCIs to investigate brain information in different aspects and improve the classification accuracy to the maximum extent. Moreover, most existing EEG-fNIRS BCI studies focus on the two-class classification problem, which cannot be adapted to a challenging daily scenario.
In the BCI, it has been emphasized that analyzing signals in terms of a single aspect, or looking at a particular feature set in a neural recording, may omit other relevant information. Because a single-decision path usually contains mental information concerning a certain aspect, only weak accuracy can be achieved. In the computer science area, decision-level fusion using combined classifiers has been widely investigated and proved to be an effective modal fusion method. Therefore, we developed an independent decision path fusion (IDPF) method for bimodal asynchronous BCI, where different kinds of brain information are taken into consideration, including electrophysiological spatial patterns, electrophysiological temporal and frequency properties, hemodynamic spatial patterns, as well as hemodynamic state transitions. All of these measurable aspects of brain activity constitute multiple points of view of mental states. Several decision paths are trained separately using specific machine learning methods, such as support vector machine (SVM), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and hidden Markov model (HMM), and each can characterize a particular attribute of mental state information. The low level of shared information used for predictions obtained by these decision paths individually proves their mutual independence. Accordingly, these independent decision paths can be complemented by each other, leading to a better performance. Subsequently, a reliability-based decision-level fusion strategy is introduced to effectively integrate these independent decision paths. By validation on an open-access dataset [42] and comparison with recent studies, our method proved that it can achieve higher accuracy for a multiclass classification problem.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section II, the dataset, as well as the preprocessing methods utilized in our work, are described. In section III, the signal processing pipelines of each independent decision path characterizing different aspects of the mental state are introduced. In section IV, our fusion strategy of decision paths is demonstrated. In section V, we provide a discussion based on the results. Finally, section VI provides the conclusion of this research.
II. MATERIALS A. DATASET
An open-access EEG and fNIRS dataset [42] was utilized in our work with four mental states, namely left hand motor imagery (LI), right hand motor imagery (RI), mental arithmetic (MA), and the baseline resting state (BL). As LI and RI can be considered as a single category, mental states under motor imagery (MI) can also be assessed. The dataset contains one left-handed and twenty-eight right-handed healthy subjects (14 males and 15 females) with an average age of 28.5±3.7 years. For the EEG, 30-channel signals of all subjects were recorded at a 200 Hz sampling rate. For fNIRS, 14 sources and 16 detectors represented 30 channels with a 10 Hz sampling rate. The electrode placement is displayed in Fig. 1 . For each subject, 120 trials (30 for each mental task) were executed. The task paradigm is shown in Fig. 2 , and the task onset time is marked as 0 s. The data can be downloaded via http://doc.ml.tu-berlin.de/hBCI. 
B. PREPROCESSING OF EEG SIGNALS
EEG data were first bandpass filtered at 0.5-50 Hz. Electrooculograph (EOG) is the main artifact of EEG signals. The EOG removal methods are based on the assumption that the measured EEG signal is the linear combination of clean EEG and independent EOG component. Due to the weak correlation of EOG and EEG, the EOG artifact can be removed through independent component analysis (ICA) [43] . In this work, ICA-based EOG removal was performed using EEGLAB toolbox [44] . The EEG signals with EOG removed were normalized by Z-score and then divided into several single task segments ( Fig. 2 ), denoted as X task
C. PREPROCESSING OF fNIRS SIGNALS
The raw signals of fNIRS were first bandpass filtered at 0.01-0.2 Hz to remove physiological noise caused by respiration, heartbeat, and Mayer waves [45] . The bandpass-filtered signals were then converted to concentration changes of HbO and HbR by the modified Beer-Lambert law [46] . The whole process was performed using nirsLAB toolbox [47] . HbO and HbR data were normalized per channel by the Z-score. The preprocessed data were divided into segments, with signals of 2 s offset extracted as Y task i ∈ R N 2 ×T 2 , in accordance to the slow hemodynamic response of fNIRS ( Fig. 2 ). Y rest i represents signals of the 5 s interval before instruction, the mean value of which can reflect the hemoglobin concentration level before onset. Therefore,
) is utilized to characterize concentration changes of HbO and HbR.
In our annotations, {N 1 , T 1 } and {N 2 , T 2 } represent the channel number and sampling number of the EEG and fNIRS, respectively, and the subscript i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} refers to LI, RI, MA, and BL, respectively. The preprocessed data were then applied to the IDPF method we propose in this paper.
III. METHODS
In this section, the framework of IDPF will be introduced in detail. As shown in Fig. 3 , several mental state predictions are given individually, and a reliability-based weight fusion is performed to provide the final predicted class. In each single-decision path, one particular aspect of mental information is taken into consideration. The detailed pipeline of each independent decision path is given below.
A. POWER SPECTRUM BASED EEG DECISION PATH
During specific brain activity, the potential of a large number of neuronal cells changes. As mentioned before, the EEG signal is the total sum of the potential difference vectors measured on the surface of the cerebral cortex or scalp. The main frequency range of the EEG is 0.5-30 Hz, which contains information about mental states and can be divided into four main bands, δ waves (0.5-3 Hz), θ waves (4-7 Hz), α waves (8-13 Hz) and β waves (14-30 Hz). For different brain activities, the power changes of the four bands comply with different patterns, which implies that the powers of the four waves are key indicators of the mental states. As a result, the power spectrum has been widely employed for characterization of electrophysiological frequency properties when detecting specific brain activity [48] .
The flow chart of the power spectrum-based EEG method is presented in Fig. 3 . Because of the subject-specific electrophysiological responses, a specific 10 s task of different subjects may arouse various patterns of power changes, leading to different optimal classification time periods, channels and frequency bands. In order to determine the most sensitive time of a specific task, the preprocessed EEG signals are first passed through a sliding window (3 s window length, 1 s sliding step, and a total of eight windows for a 10 s task) to find the most discriminative time period [42] . Signals in each single window are then passed through four bandpass filters (0.5-3 Hz, 4-7 Hz, 8-13 Hz, and 14-30 Hz) to obtain δ, θ , α and β waves. The powers of each frequency band in each channel are calculated, formulating a 120-dimensional feature vector (30 channels × 4 frequency bands) for signals in each sliding window. A single factor ANOVA (analysis of variance) is performed to select the most effective features, thus reducing feature dimensionality. The selected features are normalized before being classified by SVM. For each subject, we applied a leave-one-out cross-validation strategy, and the segment in the window of the highest performance for the validation set is selected.
B. CSP BASED EEG DECISION PATH
The CSP algorithm is aimed at achieving the optimal spatial filter ω ∈ R N 1 ×1 realizing the maximum ratio between the variance of spatially filtered signals during two mental tasks. The optimal spatial filter transforms raw data into the underlying electrophysiological spatial pattern. Subsequently, the variance features of spatially filtered signals are extracted for classification, which can reflect the large-scale fluctuations of EEG signals, indicating electrophysiological temporal evolution. The objective function of CSP takes the following form,
X task i refers to the mean-removed X task i , where the mean value of each channel is zero. Besides, k 1 , k 2 refer to the two tasks to be classified, n 1 , n 2 refer to the number of each type of task, and R i is the autocorrelation matrix ofX task i . The optimal filter is applied to merge all channels of each trial into a single time series, and according to the EEG's high temporal resolution and frequent fluctuations, variance of spatially filtered signal is extracted as an important feature. This algorithm has proven to be a powerful tool in EEG-based BCIs, which reduces the high feature dimensionality for classification assignments [49] .
The form of objective function (1) as well as its optimization procedure is the same as many other well-known subspace analysis method, such as principle component analysis (PCA) [50] and LDA [51] . The optimal solution ω that maximizes the objective function (1) is the eigenvector of R −1 2R 1 [52] , which can be calculated through the singular value decomposition as Equation (2). In Equation (2), λ j is the j th largest eigenvalue of matrixR −1 2R 1 , with a descending order (j = 1, 2, · · · , ξ and ξ is the rank ofR −1 2R 1 ), and the solution ω j is the eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue λ j , which contributes to the j th largest value of objective function (1). Then we choose the 1 st − k th filter pairs (the k th pair: ω k and ω ξ +1−k ), which are applied to transformX task i into z j i as in (3). Ultimately, variance features of each filtered signal are extracted for classification. For the binary classification problem, we select the first three filter pairs to establish a six-dimensional feature vector.
From the formula form of objective function (1), CSP is mainly applied to the binary classification problem. For the multiple classification problem in this study, we use the one-versus-rest strategy. For each type of task, the other three tasks are viewed as a single category, and the CSP algorithm is performed as a binary classification problem to obtain the optimal spatial filters. Each type of task is handled in the same way and for the four-class classification problem, this procedure is repeated four times. Each time, we select the first four filter pairs to extract a 32-dimensional (4 classes × 4 filter pairs × 2 filters each pair) feature vector. Finally, the LDA classifier is applied for classification.
C. CHANNEL-WISE BASED fNIRS DECISION PATH
The channel-wise based decision path is aimed at extracting features from each channel of HbO and HbR concentrations. Due to the relatively high spatial resolution of fNIRS, the hemodynamic spatial pattern is hidden in channel-wise feature vectors. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of the channel-wise based method. Similar to the power spectrum-based EEG method, the preprocessed signals are passed through a sliding window [42] with 3 s window length and 1 s sliding step, to find the most sensitive time period for each subject. For signals in the sliding window, mean value features of each channel are extracted. For both HbO and HbR, a 36-dimensional feature vector (36 channels) is derived separately. All features are normalized, and subsequently, the LDA classifier is applied for classification. HbO and HbR concentration signals assume two individual decision paths using the same signal processing flow chart.
D. HMM BASED fNIRS DECISION PATH
During a particular mental state of our brain, the hemoglobin concentration will change following a specific but unknown rule due to cerebral hemodynamics. As a consequence, the hemodynamic state transition over time is of the essence to detect mental states. In our work, HMM is adopted to classify fNIRS signals under different mental states due to its advantages in modelling time-dependent data [53] . Since fNIRS data is in the form of a multichannel time series, signals in each channel, denoted as y k i (t) (k is the channel number and i refers to the trial index), construct the observation matrixẎ task i . For a 10 s task signal at 10 Hz sampling rate, the 36×100-dimensionalẎ task i can be formulated as the vector sequence in (4), where µ i (t) refers to a 36×1 dimensional vector constructed by sampling values of each channel at time t.
HMM is a statistical model used to describe a Markov process with implicit unknown parameters and indirectly observable states. It has been shown that HMM outperforms SVM in discriminating fNIRS signals under LI and RI tasks [54] , indicating that HMM is an effective tool to analyze cerebral hemodynamic changes. In recent years, HMM has also been applied to classify the MA task and music imagery task [55] .
For a HMM training problem, several parameters are of great concern, including the number of states Q, the state transition probability matrix A (A = {a ij } and a ij refers to the transition probabilities between state i and j), the initial state distribution vector π , and observation probability distributions b in state j (b = {b j (µ)}) and j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Q}).
In this research, since we are dealing with a continuous HMM training problem, continuous observation densities given by the Gaussian mixture models (GMM) are applied. For each of the four tasks, an HMM is trained using the expectation-maximization algorithm [53] , denoted by HMM LI , HMM RI , HMM MA and HMM BL , respectively. For each test trial, the vector sequence signal is passed through each of the four HMMs. Four log-likelihood (LL) results are generated using the forward-backward algorithm [53] , denoted as LL LI , LL RI , LL MA , and LL BL , respectively, and subsequently, the test trial is classified as the class corresponding to the largest LL. Subject-specific HMMs are trained due to the subject-dependent hemodynamic response pattern, and for the test set of each subject, we tried several combinations of Q and M (M refers to the number of Gaussian components in the GMM) to find the best parameters based on the training and validation set of the same subject. The need for a subject-specific HMM model has been researched by [54] before. Fig. 3 presents the flow chart of the HMM-based fNIRS method.
E. MODIFIED COMMON SPATIAL PATTERN ALGORITHM
In our pilot study, we modified the CSP algorithm based on the characteristics of fNIRS, which is applied as another decision path to further complement mental information on the hemodynamic spatial pattern under a specific mental state. As introduced in section III-A, EEG is a kind of brain signal reflecting cerebral electrophysiology with rich high-frequency components and large fluctuations. Hence, variance is an important indicator. Accordingly, the objective function (1) of the CSP algorithm in EEG-based BCIs is aimed at maximizing the ratio between the variance of spatially filtered signals under two mental tasks. However, fNIRS signals present different temporal features based on the hemodynamic mechanism, within a very low-frequency band. Due to low-frequency characteristics, for fNIRS, the temporal mean value has proved to be a more effective feature compared with others, such as variance and slope [56] . As shown in Fig. 4a , the variance of EEG signal under the MA task is obviously higher than that under the BL task, which is in line with intuition because doing arithmetic will activate our brain to a larger extent. As a contrast, in Fig. 4b , the variance of fNIRS signal under the MA task is lower than that under the BL task while the absolute mean value is the opposite. This indicates that, for fNIRS signal, the activation degree is mainly reflected in the overall concentration during a period of time rather than the instantaneous fluctuations. This is also consistent with the low frequency characteristics of fNIRS. Therefore, for fNIRS, the CSP algorithm should be modified based on its particular properties.
Differently from the basic CSP, which focuses on variance and is more applicable to the EEG, in fNIRS we adopt the mean concentration level as an indicator. Firstly, the preprocessed fNIRS signalẎ task i , indicating the concentration changes after the task onset, proceeds through a sigmoid function (5) that converts the whole signal to the range (0,1).
Then,Ÿ task i is employed as the input of the objective function in the MCSP algorithm, aimed at finding the largest ratio of the square averages of two signal sets. It is formulated as below,
The filter can be calculated through a singular value decomposition of the matrixR −1 2R 1 , in the same manner as in CSP. Similarly, we choose the 1 st − k th filter pairs, which are applied to transformŸ task i into z j i as in (7) . Afterwards, mean values, instead of variance features, are extracted for classification. z j i = ω T jŸ task i (7) In the CSP algorithm, sinceX task i is the mean subtraction of X task i , ω TX task i 2 corresponds to the variance of filtered signals, which mostly reflects the large-scale fluctuation. In our MCSP algorithm, the mean value of Y rest i is subtracted from Y task i to obtainẎ task i , and therefore,Ẏ task i can better represent the relative concentration level changes during a specific task. We employŸ task i , a constant-positive signal, to find the best spatial filter. ω TŸ task i 2 corresponds to the square average of the mapped HbO and HbR concentrations, which is more related to the average concentration level during a specific period. The main goal of the algorithm modification is to change the optimization objective, where the variance of HbO and HbR concentration signal is replaced by the square average of the sigmoid-mapped concentration signal, in addition to the ultimate feature switched to mean value, thus better reflecting the overall hemoglobin concentration level instead of the fluctuation level.
The MCSP algorithm has been proposed in our pilot work [38] in which HbO and HbR signals were processed individually. In this study, in contrast, we take both HbO and HbR into consideration simultaneously. For binary classification problems, we employ six filter pairs to form a 24-dimensional (2 signal types HbO and HbR × 6 filter pairs × 2 filters each pair) feature vector. For the four-class classification problem, we employ three filter pairs and apply the one-versus-rest strategy to construct a 48-dimensional feature vector (2 signal types HbO and HbR × 4 classes × 3 filter pairs × 2 filters each pair). Detailed descriptions of the algorithm principles can be found in in [38] .
IV. FUSION OF INDEPENDENT DECISION PATHS
In section III, several decision paths indicating different aspects of mental information are introduced respectively, all of which together constitute multiangle views of mental states. To realize the complementary optimization, our strategy on the integration of all these decision paths will be demonstrated.
For multimodal problems, modal fusion is essential as well as necessary. The common methods adopted in most multimodal studies can be divided into three categories, namely data-level, feature-level, and decision-level. With respect to data-level fusion, which directly concatenates all initial data, no shallow-level information is lost. However, the data size will increase, thus adding to the computational burden. Moreover, the raw data from different modes sometimes cannot be directly combined due to different sampling rates or differences in the effective frequency band.
In the feature-level fusion, features of each mode are extracted separately from the raw data, and all lowdimensional feature vectors are integrated into a highdimensional vector used for classification. In this strategy, large amounts of training data are required to avoid over-fitting.
For decision-level fusion, data from each mode are processed and learned separately to derive a path-specific primary decision, and the weighted average is calculated. In each single-decision path, only low-dimensional features need to be handled so as to reduce the extreme requirement of data volume. However, one single-decision path sometimes exhibits weakness. Therefore, an effective decision path fusion strategy for the final decision is of vital importance.
In our study, decision-level fusion is preferred for the following reasons:
1) The sampling rates of the EEG and fNIRS are considerably different due to their unique frequency characteristics. Accordingly, they are not suitable for direct fusion at the data level.
2) The scale of the dataset utilized is relatively small, which is not sufficient to support the constitution of high-dimensional feature vectors. As a consequence, the decision-level fusion method, where low-dimensional feature vector in each single-decision path is handled separately, is applicable. More generally, in BCIs, subjects are asked to perform different mental tasks to acquire signals. However, brain sensing experiments can be easily disturbed by various factors [57] . Besides, the experiment establishment and the task execution is an extremely cumbersome and annoying process, imposing quite a burden to subjects. Therefore, the training dataset is usually small, and our strategy can deal with the common small-dataset problem.
3) The feature extraction part does not exist in all classification paths. The HMM-based decision path, for example, analyzes the preprocessed signals directly to generate the classification result, where the feature-level fusion strategy is not appropriate. The algorithm framework is shown in Fig. 3 , where s i = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 } refers to the probability of the segment belonging to class LI, RI, MA or BL. In this research, three different approaches for calculating weights are discussed. Here, we denote the accuracy, reliability, and weight of the i th path as a i , r i , and w i respectively. p 0 is the accuracy expectation of random classification, and for the four-class classification problem, p 0 is equal to 0.25.
(a) 1) distributing weights on average:
2) distributing weights based on accuracy:
3) distributing weights based on reliability:
In strategy (a), all paths are assigned the same weight. In strategy (b), paths are assigned different weights based on their respective accuracy. In strategy (c), the reliabilities of each path are evaluated first by the formula (10), and then weights are assigned by reliabilities of each path as in formula (11) . To be more specific, if the accuracy of a specific path is 100%, the reliability should be +∞, so that the path is given a full value. However, if a specific path yields a random classification result, its reliability should be zero, leading to a zero weight. The weight is pretrained on the training set, and the results of the three path fusion strategies are presented in section V.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. VALIDATION METHODOLOGIES
Due to the relatively small size of the dataset (only 30 trials for each task of each subject), to make the best use of the data, we applied leave-one-out cross-validation strategy to evaluate the proposed IDPF method in this research. The whole model is built specific to each subject. For each test trial, all remaining trials of the same subject were used for model training (LDA, SVM, and HMM). Then, we further divided training data into training set (21 trials for each task) and validation set (the remaining 9 or 8 trials for each task), to select the best parameters (e.g. 3 s windows, weights of decision paths) for each single test trial based on the performance of validation set. For CSP and MCSP decision paths, the training of optimal spatial filters is required. Five trials of each mental task in the training set were randomly selected to achieve the optimal spatial filters by optimizing the objective function (1) and (6) . Machine learning techniques in all decision paths require a training phase but the left-out-test trial each time was completely independent of the training process, including classifier training and parameter selection. Moreover, we also take Kappa coefficient as the metric for classification consistency. All experimental data were analyzed offline using MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.).
B. MCSP VS. CSP IN fNIRS 1) QUALITATIVE RESULTS
To show the effectiveness of MCSP more intuitively, we first give some qualitative results. According to Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b , the distance between signals under MA and BL tasks filtered by MCSP is visibly larger than that filtered by CSP. The same is true for HbR signals in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d . Because ω 1 and ω 36 contributes to the maximum and minimum of the objective function (6) respectively for the given 36-channel fNIRS signals, the value of signal under MA task is extremely high after filtered by ω 1 and extremely low after filtered by ω 36 . In general, signals filtered through MCSP are much more easier to classify. 
2) QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
In Fig. 6 , the classification accuracies of MA vs. BL and LI vs. RI across different filter pair numbers are presented. As shown in Fig. 6 , our MCSP algorithm performs better than CSP with both the mean value and variance as classification features, which shares similar results with our pilot study [38] . And this is consistent with the qualitative results shown in Fig. 5 .
3) DISCUSSION ON MCSP
For a specific pattern recognition problem, extracting features with high separability is of significance and necessity. Normally, a high-dimensional feature vector can better represents original signals. However, in some scenarios, the feature vector with extremely high dimensionality may lead to overfitting, especially when the size of training data set is small, which is usually the case with fNIRS data set. Therefore, feature dimensionality reduction is required. MCSP can merge fNIRS in all channels and extract more separable features only in those merged channels. Different biomedical signals usually share some similarities but still have their own characteristics. It is of vital importance to transfer and modify processing methods between different signals based on their similarities and unique characteristics respectively.
C. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF EACH DECISION PATH
The classification result of each decision path is shown in Fig. 9 . For each single-decision path, classification accuracy and classification consistency are not satisfactory. Especially for the four-class classification problem, the highest accuracy of one decision path is merely 60.49%, which cannot support a BCI to work continuously and steadily in practice. Thus, a significant accuracy improvement is required.
D. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF DECISION-LEVEL FUSION
Before applying decision-level fusion, we calculated the mutual information of classification results between each two decision paths for the four-class classification problem, shown in Table 1 . When applying multimodal fusion, it is of vital importance to evaluate the similarity metric of different modes or paths to estimate if they are suitable for fusion. Some commonly used similarity metrics include covariance, correlation, and mutual information. In this work, mutual information was selected. In Table 1 , the highest mutual information of the classification result between each two decision paths is merely 0.2592 bit (HbO Channel-wise path TABLE 1. Pair-wise mutual information of classification results between decision paths for four-class classification problem. and MCSP path), indicating that in many cases, two individual decision paths give different predictions, which further suggests that these decision paths can complement each other.
The fusion result of each aforementioned strategy is shown in Fig. 10 . The fusion strategy (c), namely the reliability-based decision-level fusion strategy, can achieve a better performance for all classification tasks. The reason might be that weights are assigned more precisely and properly based on the reliability of decision paths. By introducing a nonlinear growth of reliability with classification accuracy in a specific decision path, the weights are tuned more sensitively when the accuracy improves. Besides, one decision path with quite poor performance will be assigned a near zero or even negative weight, further illustrating the rationality of weight assignment based on reliability. The performance of different fusion strategies for each single subject is shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that all fusion strategy can achieve good results but performance improvement of strategy (c) tends to be significant if validated on more data volumes.
By employing fusion strategy (c), accuracies of 85.60% and 70.32% can be achieved for ''MA vs. BL vs. MI'' and ''MA vs. BL vs. LI vs. RI'' tasks, respectively. Compared with each single decision path (following the order shown in Fig. 3 ), the final classification accuracy increased by 12.99%, 7.18%, 16.35%, 18.96%, 25.74%, and 20.57% (p < 0.01, for all one-tailed paired t-tests) separately for three-class classification problem, and increased by 11.01%, 9.83%, 14.08%, 17.19%, 25.46%, 18.25% (p < 0.01, for all one-tailed paired t-tests) separately for four-class classification problem. The fusion results of decision paths in each mode are shown in Fig. 9 . For the EEG mode, results for three-class classification problem and four-class classification problem are 80.06% and 62.50%, respectively. For the fNIRS mode, results for three-class classification problem and four-class classification problem are 74.17% and 60.23%, respectively. Further, bimodal fusion performs significantly better than both single-modal methods (p < 0.01, for both one-tailed paired t-tests). The detailed accuracy and Kappa coefficients of all subjects are shown in Table 4 , and the confusion matrix of multiclass classification results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . Obviously, in Table 3 , the sensitivities of LI and RI are lower than those of MA and BL. However, if we consider LI and RI as a single task, MI can achieve the highest sensitivity in Table 2 . This indicates that LI and RI are difficult to distinguish, but easily distinguishable with respect to other tasks, further demonstrating that motor imagery of the left and right hand share a similar brain pattern that differs significantly from MA and BL tasks. Therefore, when designing an asynchronous BCI, selecting tasks with diverse patterns is of vital importance. Since a leave-one-out cross-validation strategy was applied, for the mental state prediction of every single trial, weights of these independent decision paths were calculated by the training and the validation set. The weight distribution of all trials of one representative subject (subject 26) is displayed in Fig. 8a . The low variability of the weight distribution within each decision path indicates their respective stable effects in a specific subject. Moreover, we calculated the mean weights of all trials for each subject. The weight distribution across all subjects is shown in Fig. 8b . Although the inter-subject variability of weights is larger than intra-subject variability, the weight distribution across all subjects in Fig. 8b shares some similar patterns with that within one subject. For example, the weights of the CSP decision path are significantly higher than others (p < 0.01, compared with the power spectrum decision path), and the weights of HMM decision path are significantly lower than others (p < 0.01, compared with the MCSP decision path). In general, decision paths of the EEG mode contribute to a larger extent to the final prediction in comparison to those of the fNIRS mode.
E. COMPARISON AND CORRELATION BETWEEN EEG AND fNIRS
The basis for the fusion of two modalities is that the information they provide is complementary. To see this more clearly, in the last two columns of Table 1 , we calculate the average mutual information of each modality listed in the previous columns. The mutual information of intra-modality is significantly higher than that of inter-modality (one-tailed paired t-test: p < 0.01). As introduced before, the EEG and fNIRS characterize cerebral electrophysiological activities and hemodynamic activities, respectively. Accordingly, the amount of mutual information shared between methods based on different modes is relatively small, due to the different information that the EEG and fNIRS carry. Therefore, the combination of multiple sensing modes can contribute to a more accurate brain analysis.
Furthermore, we compared the most separable time segments of the EEG and fNIRS. Since the leave-one-out cross-validation was applied for each test sample, the optimal sliding window was selected based on the training and validation sets. On average, more than 86% of samples of a single subject share the same optimal sliding window parameters (both for the EEG and fNIRS). We define this window as the optimal one for that subject. The center of the optimal window is defined as the optimal time point for classification. The optimal classification time (after task onset) of EEG, HbO and HbR is shown in Table 5 . For EEG, the optimal classification time is almost halfway through the tasks. However, for HbO and HbR, the hemodynamic response is strongest near the end of the tasks, which is significantly hysteretic compared with electrophysiological response (p < 0.01 for both one-tailed paired t-tests). Other EEG-fNIRS epilepsy studies [25] - [27] show similar results. Therefore, the hysteresis quality of the hemodynamic response can help to choose the optimal time window for classification.
F. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES
The review of asynchronous BCI studies (after 2011) focusing on 3-class and 4-class classification problems is shown in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively. In all of these studies, models are built specific to each subject and the reported results are based on intra-subject performance evaluation. The proposed IDPF method can achieve an excellent performance for both problems. Because the dataset we used is the first EEG-fNIRS BCI dataset, lately established in 2017, limited studies have been performed based on this dataset. The studies using the same dataset mainly focus on the binary-classification problem, results of which are also compared in this study and shown in Table 8 . In [58] , an 84.94% accuracy of ''MA vs. BL'' is achieved through fNIRS data in the dataset. In [59] , likewise for the ''MA vs. BL'' problem, an accuracy lower than 80% is achieved through EEG data in the dataset using multi-channel tensor subspace learning and regression to reduce the channel number. Our method outperforms both of them. Moreover, the dataset builder also reports their classification accuracy based on bimodal data in the dataset, utilizing some widely applied methods such as CSP-based features for EEG classification and mean value and average slope features for fNIRS classification [42] . Also in [42] , a meta-classifier was employed to achieve an accuracy of 74.2% for ''LI vs. RI'' and an accuracy of 88.1% for ''MA vs. BL''. Our results are better than both of them (78.56% for ''LI vs. RI'' and 91.15% for ''MA vs. BL''). We hope that, with more bimodal BCI studies utilizing this public dataset, a broader method comparison based on the same dataset can be possible in the future. Besides, for each subject, no trials were removed due to signal quality. The dataset builder also declared that no channel or subject selection was performed based on signal quality [42] . Since the data volume of 120 trials for each of the 29 subjects can greatly reduce contingency of result and no data selection was performed, our classification accuracy should have high credibility.
The present work has proved the significantly improved performance of multiple decision path fusion. Several independent decision paths were generated and integrated to jointly give predictions of mental states. The effect of the IDPF framework does not depend on a large amount of data in the training set, because in each decision path, a relatively low-dimensional feature vector that indicates a specific aspect of mental state is handled. Besides, as one of the contributions to EEG-fNIRS BCI technique, mutual information is employed to evaluate the information shared between different paths and modalities, which is of great significance for modality fusion. Based on our flexible framework of the modular structure, the algorithm in a specific decision path can be replaced by another one according to the actual situation, as long as it is independent of other paths, in other words, as long as it shares little mutual information with other paths.
Although the prediction given by each decision path is usually weak, their fusion yields a high accuracy through IDPF. The decision paths with low accuracy but highly independent contribution (low mutual information) are usually ignored by researchers. For future work of BCI community, more studies focusing on finding new EEG-based and fNIRS-based algorithms which provide irreplaceable information can further promote BCI technology. Moreover, the present work is one of the very few studies focusing on the bimodal and multiclass classification BCI, which can fill in the gaps in this field. The MCSP algorithm will also further inspire more studies to develop fNIRS-based signal processing methods. All of these detailed results will contribute to the body of knowledge on BCI technique, especially EEG-fNIRS based BCIs.
Nevertheless, one limitation is that, the present work used offline signal processing and machine learning approaches to discriminate different mental states. A practical BCI relies heavily on the development of on-line and real-time algorithms. For the on-line BCI, the computing speed, computing resource consumption and system robustness all need to be taken into account, which is a more complicated case. We hope this work can provide theoretical support on modality fusion for future BCI based on double or multiple modalities.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed the IDPF algorithm for bimodal and multiclass classification asynchronous BCI in this work. Several decision paths were trained separately and provided mental state predictions independently. A reliability-based decision-level fusion strategy was performed to achieve the final decision on mental state prediction. The accuracy can reach up to 85.60% for the three-class classification problem, and 70.32% for the four-class classification problem. This study is an example proving the effectiveness of modal fusion, i.e., the combination of EEG and fNIRS in particular. Besides, the MCSP proposed in our previous work has also been employed in one decision path for fNIRS signal analysis. We further prove the effectiveness of MCSP in the specific task of the present work using a larger data volume, which we believe can contribute to the body of knowledge in fNIRS signal processing field. Furthermore, since this framework is capable of discriminating voluntary mental states with relatively obscure patterns, it has a high potential of being applied to detect mental illnesses like epilepsy, depression, and Alzheimer's disease, all of which possess more specific characteristics. The proposed IDPF method represents actually a common approach for the detection of mental states. Similarly to some existing clinical studies focusing on the combination of the EEG and fNIRS to monitor mental states [24] - [26] , we aim to adapt our framework to a more specific clinical application in a later study.
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